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Introduction: The joint ESA and NASA Asteroid 

Impact and Deflection Assessment (AIDA) mission 
will directly address aspects of NASA’s Asteroid Initi-
ative and will contribute to future human exploration.  
The NASA Asteroid Initiative is comprised of two 
major components:  the Grand Challenge and the As-
teroid Mission.  The first component, the Grand Chal-
lenge, focuses on protecting Earth’s population from 
asteroid impacts by detecting potentially hazardous 
objects with enough warning time to either prevent 
them from impacting the planet, or to implement civil 
defense procedures.  The Asteroid Mission, involves 
sending astronauts to study and sample a near-Earth 
asteroid (NEA) prior to conducting exploration mis-
sions of the Martian system, which includes Phobos 
and Deimos.  AIDA’s primary objective is to demon-
strate a kinetic impact deflection and characterize the 
binary NEA Didymos.  The science and technical data 
obtained from AIDA will aid in the planning of future 
human exploration missions to NEAs and other small 
bodies.   

The dual robotic missions of AIDA, ESA’s Aster-
oid Impact Monitor (AIM) and NASA’s Double As-
teroid Redirection Test (DART), will provide a great 
deal of technical and engineering data on spacecraft 
operations for future human space exploration while 
conducting in-depth scientific examinations of the bi-
nary target Didymos [1, 2] both prior to and after the 
kinetic impact demonstration.  The knowledge gained 
from this mission will help identify asteroidal physical 
properties in order to maximize operational efficiency 
and reduce mission risk for future small body mis-
sions.  The AIDA data will help fill crucial strategic 
knowledge gaps concerning asteroid physical charac-
teristics that are relevant for human exploration con-
siderations at similar small body destinations.  

Small Body Strategic Knowledge Gaps: For the 
past several years NASA has been interested in identi-
fying the key strategic knowledge gaps (SKGs) related 
to future human destinations. These SKGs highlight 
the various unknowns and/or data gaps of targets that 
the science and engineering communities would like to 
have filled in prior to committing crews to explore the 
Solar System.  An action team from the Small Bodies 
Assessment Group (SBAG) was formed specifically to 
identify the small body SKGs under the direction of 
the Human Exploration and Operations Missions Di-
rectorate (HEOMD), given NASA’s recent interest in 

NEAs and the Martian moons as potential human des-
tinations [3].  The action team organized the SKGs 
into four broad themes:  

1) Identify human mission targets;  
2) Understand how to work on and interact with the 

small body surface; 
3) Understand the small body environment and its 

potential risk/benefit to crew, systems, and op-
erational assets; and 

4) Understand the small body resource potential.   
Each of these themes were then further subdivided into 
categories to address specific SKG issues.  

Potential AIDA Contributions: The AIDA mis-
sion should be able to address specific aspects related 
to SKG themes 2 and 3, and possibly some aspects 
related to themes 1 and 4.  Theme 1 deals with the 
identification of human mission targets within the 
NEA population.  The current guideline indicates that 
human missions to binary asteroids may be too risky to 
conduct successfully from an operational perspective. 
However, no spacecraft mission has been to a binary 
NEA before.  Hence the information that AIDA will 
gather on the Didymos system could be used to reas-
sess the current restriction concerning binary asteroids 
as potential human destinations.   

SKGs from themes 2 and 3 are undoubtedly where 
the data from the AIDA mission will return the most 
value.  Theme 2 addresses the concerns about interact-
ing on the small body surface under microgravity con-
ditions, and how the surface and/or sub-surface prop-
erties affect or restrict the interaction.  The AIM 
spacecraft has a suite of remote sensing instruments 
(e.g., visible and thermal imagers, radar transmitter, 
radio science receiver, etc.) that can characterize the 
surface of Didymos to a high degree.  These instru-
ments can also be used to infer some of the interior 
properties of the binary asteroid system.  In addition, 
AIM has two payload packages that are planned for 
deployment for in situ characterization of the surface. 
These element packages will be able to gather vital 
information on the geotechnical and compositional 
properties of Didymos.  The combination of the remote 
sensing instrument suite and the in situ payloads with 
their local perspective, will provide AIDA with good 
insight into the asteroid’s surface and subsurface prop-
erties.  This knowledge will be useful in planning and 
designing the systems required for astronauts to ex-
plore and work on the surface of an NEA.   



SKG theme 3 deals with the environment in and 
around the small body that may present a nuisance or 
hazard to any assets operating in close proximity.  
Both the DART and AIM spacecraft contribute to the 
SKGs related to this particular theme.  AIM will be 
able to image the Didymos system and constrain the 
size of any particulates that may be present prior to the 
arrival of DART.  AIM will also be able to image the 
impact of DART and monitor the response of the bina-
ry system to the kinetic impact.  The information 
gained on the crater formation processes, the amount 
of ejecta released during the impact, and the ejecta’s 
response over time will help address issues related to 
particle longevity, internal structure, and the near-
surface mechanical stability of the asteroid.  Under-
standing or constraining these physical characteristics 
are also important for future human mission planning. 

Although Didymos has not been identified as an 
organic or volatile-rich asteroid [4], the AIDA mission 
data may be used to constrain whether or not potential 
resources could exist on similar targets on the surface 
or at depth.  This would address the SKG theme 4 and 
help identify the protocols necessary for understanding 
the resource potential of small bodies. 

Conclusions:  The AIDA mission comprised of 
ESA’s AIM spacecraft and NASA’s DART impactor 
can provide a wealth of information relevant to the 
science and planetary defense of NEAs.  However, this 
mission to investigate the binary asteroid Didymos can 
also provide key insights into small body strategic 
knowledge gaps and contribute to the overall success 
for human exploration missions to asteroids. 
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